Appendix H: Selective List of Topical Resources

Workshops

Site Visits

Resources for Graduate Program Reviewers

5 A special thanks to Maxine Atkinson who compiled the section on Resources for Graduate Program Reviewers, and Edward L. Kain who compiled the sections on teaching sociology.


**Assessment**


ASA Task Force on Assessing the Undergraduate Major. Web Site (forthcoming).


Keith, Bruce. (Guest Editor). 2002. Teaching Sociology With a Purpose: Issues in Curriculum Design and Assessment-Special Issue of Teaching Sociology 30:all.


Wagenaar, Theodore C. 2004. “Assessing Sociological Knowledge: A First Try.” Teaching Sociology. 32:232-238. (This is followed by two comments and a reply.)


Asset-Based Evaluation


**Critical Thinking**


**Community Based/Experiential/Service Learning**


**Curriculum**

The October 2002 issue of *TeachingSociology* is dedicated to the topics of curriculum design and assessment. Among the many useful articles found in this issue is the lead article by Greg Weiss: (Weiss, Gregory L. 2002. “The Current Status of Assessment in Sociology Departments.” *TeachingSociology*. 30:391-402.)


Wagenaar, Theodore C. 2004. “Is There a Core in Sociology? Results from a Survey.” Teaching Sociology. 32:1-18. (This is followed by 4 more articles/comments about the core in sociology.)


General References on Teaching and Learning


Learning in Sociology Courses


Race/Class/Gender/Diversity
The October, 2003 issue of Teaching Sociology focuses on issues of teaching about inequality. It includes a set of articles on “teaching sociology in historically black colleges and universities”.


Scisney-Matlock, Margaret and John Matlock. 2001. “Promoting Understanding of Diversity through Mentoring Undergraduate Students.” New Directions for Teaching and Learning. 65:75-84.


**Research Methods and Integrating Research Across the Curriculum**


Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

Sociological Practice (Clinical, Applied and Engaged Public Sociology)
Association for Applied and Clinical Sociology (AACS). http://www.aacsnet.net/
Commission on the Accreditation of Programs in Applied and Clinical Sociology (CAPACS) http://www.sociologycommission.org/
**Journals (selected list)**

*Teaching Sociology*
*Journal of Higher Education*
*Research in Higher Education*
*American Association of Higher Education Bulletin*
*Journal of Excellence in College Teaching*
*Chronicle of Higher Education*
*To Improve the Academy*
*Review of Research in Higher Education*
*Change*
*Black Issues in Higher Education*

**Newsletters (selected list)**

*The Teaching Professor*, edited by Maryellen Weimer  
http://www.teachingprofessor.com/

*Spotlight on Teaching*, University of Oklahoma  
http://www.aarweb.org/publications/spotlight/default.asp

*Teaching at Davis*, University of California at Davis,  

*Teaching*, Sonoma State University  
http://www.sonoma.edu/ctpd/#Teaching

*The Teaching Newsletter*, California State University, Sacramento,  
http://www.ctl.csus.edu/newsletter.htm


*The Beacon*, St. Norbert College  
http://www.snc.edu/facdev/

*The Teaching Network*, Center for Teaching Effectiveness, University of Texas at Austin  
http://www.utexas.edu/academic/cte/aboutcte.html

*Teaching at UNL*, University of Nebraska at Lincoln,  
http://www.unl.edu/svcaa/teaching@unl/organizations.shtml

*Teaching Excellence*, POD Network in Higher Education,
Teaching and Learning Matters, ASA Section on Teaching and Learning in Sociology newsletter, http://www.asanet.org/sectionteach/join.html

Conferences

Lilly Conference on College Teaching and Lilly regional conferences
American Association of Colleges and Universities, annual meeting and specialty conferences
Professional Organizational Development, annual conference
Resources for Core Library Collections: